Digital Startup Ecosystem
Digitally Connecting Communities To Remove Ecosystem Fragmentation

Navigate locally, nationally and globally with single account and profile

Digital startup ecosystem help startups get the right services and connections at the right time, and help public & private service providers target their services to the specific needs of the startups and other ecosystem actors. A true one-stop-shop of real-time information about ecosystem startups, events, services, support organizations and beyond. Visualizing the pulse of ecosystem activities by startup development phase, location, type, time and more.

For Startups
- showcase your team profiles and startup profile
- maintain your startup profile and progress timeline
- get feedback and advice to accelerate your progress
- find co-founders, events, mentors, investors, etc. that match with your startup/idea and current development phase
- chat with people your find and connect

For Communities
- publish and manage your events and support services
- digitally connect with other communities
- publish and share information to multiple communities and channels
- make connections between people within your community
- manage your community member/customer relationship and action points
- manage support program application process

For Mentors
- find connect and manage your mentee, investor etc. connections and relationships
- create and use your own scorecards to evaluate and give feedback to startups more effectively
- track agreed action points and conversations with your mentees
- show your mentor connection in startups profiles

For Investors
- get introductions of quality deal-flow matching your specific investing criterias
- see startups profiles with team profiles, pitch details, progress timeline, and engagement level
- create and use scorecards for your startup evaluations
- manage your portfolio and startup relationship
- join investors communities to connect and manage your peer investor relationships, syndicated investments etc.
Real-time Digital Startup Ecosystem Portals for cities, counties & different business verticals

Digital Ecosystem Infrastructure
Connectivity via single “grid” between multiple services. User roles, access rights, data flow, advanced features etc.

Digitally Connecting Communities To Remove Startup Ecosystem Fragmentation

Startup Ecosystems are collaborative by nature and communities driven by supporting organizations within create and coordinate connections & interactions amongst the key actors and various stakeholders in the ecosystem, yet digitally fragmented and siloed.

Digital startup ecosystem connect communities and empower them with digital tools, to manage and coordinate support services and community activities like events, training, networking, workshops, etc. for their members and customers, - and to facilitate natural interactions between members like; co-founder matching, mentoring & advisory sessions, investor evaluations in a digital form.

Permanently fix the fragmentation and disconnectivity of the ecosystem with holistic approach and provide true “one stop shop” ecosystem portals with real-time information about services, events, startups, statistics and more, - while respecting each community's own rules, domains and brand identities.

*Digital startup ecosystem is the product of collaborative effort, expressing the true nature of globally connected digital age startup ecosystems.*

www.startupcommons.org - Digitally Connecting Startup Ecosystems

Selection of public & private customers and supporters of our startup ecosystem development framework and digital startup ecosystem solution for innovation, entrepreneurship and economic development.